Petition for exemption from ECE101

Ordinarily, all Electrical Engineering students are required to take ECE101, Exploring Electrical Engineering. Under certain conditions, however, transfer students may be able to skip this course. In such a case, a suitable engineering elective course (selected in consultation with the ECE Undergraduate Advisor) would replace this requirement. If you can answer yes to either of the following questions, you may be eligible for an exception of the requirement for ECE101:

Have you taken the equivalent of the following courses: ECE102 (Engineering Computation), ECE103 (Engineering Programming), ECE221 (Electric Circuit Analysis I), ECE222 (Electric Circuit Analysis II), ECE171 (Digital Circuits), and ECE271 (Digital Systems), but not the equivalent of ECE101?
   Yes___ No___

Do you have technical work experience, for example as an Air Force or Navy technician?
   Yes___ No___

Please provide a brief explanation for why you are seeking this exemption.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________
Name and date

__________________________________________
Student ID number

Please submit this completed form to the Electrical & Computer Engineering Undergraduate Student Advisor in FAB-160.